Abstract-Many scientific problems require multiple distinct computational tasks to be executed in order to achieve a desired solution. Novel approaches focus on leveraging intermediate data to adapt the application to study larger problems, longer time scales and to engineer better fidelity in the modeling of complex phenomena. In this paper, we describe types of application adaptivity in such applications, develop abstractions to specify application adaptivity, and challenges in implementing them in software tools. We describe the design and enhancement of Ensemble Toolkit to support adaptivity, characterize the adaptivity overhead, validate the implementation of two exemplar molecular dynamics algorithms: expanded ensemble and markov state modeling, and analyze the results of running the expanded ensemble algorithm at production scale. We discuss novel computational capabilities enabled by abstractions for adaptive ensemble applications and the scientific advantages arising thereof.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current computational methods for solving scientific problems in bio-molecular science are at or near their scaling limits. Advances in high performance computing (HPC) infrastructures occur by scaling out their systems to include more compute resources as opposed to scaling up existing resources. Consequently, a number of these methods, called ensemble based methods, in bio-molecular science have been developed to take advantage of the growing number of compute resources where multiple tasks are executed on these compute resources in parallel. Although these methods may suffice for existing problems, studying larger systems for longer durations will require sophistication in these algorithms. Specifically, studying larger physical systems will not only require tools that can support 100x -1000x greater degrees of parallelism but also 1) exploration of "adaptive" applications, and 2) automation to encode and execute complex algorithm logic. In order to enable encoding the logic and encourage development of novel algorithms, there is also a need for abstractions to hide runtime complexities and expose components necessary for application creation while minimizing the learning cost. This paper aims to define a simple high-level formalism to capture adaptive applications and analyze performance considerations associated with adaptivity to enable scalable adaptive applications.
We define adaptivity as the capability to change, based on current information available, one or more attributes that influence execution performance or domain specific parameter(s).
It is important to identify and differentiate adaptivity at the various levels of executing an application on a HPC system. Adaptivity may occur at three levels: within an individual task, over multiple tasks, and during the mapping of tasks to resources. Within an individual task, the execution kernel may be capable of using information local to the task to make adaptive execution decisions, some examples of which we discuss in §II. Adaptivity may occur over a collection of multiple tasks wherein decisions are made using information from multiple tasks, examples from the molecular dynamics domain serve science drivers for our work and are discussed in §III. Lastly, adaptivity may exist across tasks of an application and the available resources where information from both the application as well as the available resources is used to decide the mapping of the tasks to the resources [1] . In this paper, we focus on the adaptivity across the multiple tasks of an application, which we refer to as application adaptivity.
Adaptivity and automation are critical requirements for scaling to bigger systems and longer simulation durations in many scientific applications. The application cannot be simply enumerated a priori but depends upon intermediate results and adaptive methods to improve sampling quality, sampling rate or steer execution towards interesting phase space or parameters. To achieve scalability and efficiency, such adaptivity cannot be performed via user intervention and hence automation of the control logic and execution is important.
To guide the design and implementation of capabilities to execute ensemble-based biomolecular applications in a scalable and adaptive manner, we identify two adaptive applications used in production. Although each of these biomolecular applications have distinct coordination and communication patterns among their ensemble members and execution requirements, they are united by their need for adaptive execution of multiple concurrent tasks. This paper makes the following contributions:
• analyzes the steps to execute an adaptive application and identifies different types of adaptivity • enhances an ensemble execution system (EnTK) with adaptive capabilities and characterizes the cost of supporting diverse adaptive features • demonstrates the capability to execute novel adaptive applications at scale and validates the scientific results from these applications
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first that multiple adaptive ensemble applications have been implemented using a common conceptual and implementation framework. This paper focusses on biomolecular applications, but the results apply to ensemble-based adaptive applications in domains, such as climate, uncertainity quantification and seisimic physics.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes existing solutions and their limitations in their ability to support adaptive applications. Section III presents two science drivers that motivate the need for large-scale adaptive biomolecular simulations. We describe adaptive execution, their different types and challenges in supporting adaptivity in section IV. In section V, we describe the design and implementation of the EnTK, and the enhancements made to address the challenges of adaptivity. In section VI, we characterize the overheads in EnTK as a function of the adaptivity types, validate the implementation of the science drivers using EnTK, and discuss the results of executing the expanded ensemble application at production scale.
II. RELATED WORK
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations provide quantitative and qualitative information about the structure and stability of molecular systems, and the interactions among them. Novel computer architectures specialized for MD enable brute force simulations in the order of milliseconds [2] , [3] . Nonetheless, higher availability in general purpose machines and the need to investigate biological processes taking place in the time scales ranging from milliseconds to seconds are critical motivations for alternative approaches to the sampling problem.
Ensemble-based simulation methods such as replica exchange [4] - [7] , meta-dynamics [8] , [9] , swarm-oftrajectories [10] , [11] , and Markov state modeling [12] , [13] can be performed on general-purpose machines including clouds, clusters and supercomputers. Ensemble-based simulation methods are more powerful when they do not simply explore configuration space independently, but exchange information to analyze intermediate data and make adaptive decisions about the configuration of ongoing simulations. Adaptive decisions enable better sampling of conformational space and characterization of complex conformational dynamics.
MD software packages like Amber [14] , Gromacs [15] and NAMD [16] offer ensemble and adaptive capabilities to support multiple independent MD simulations, multi-dimensional replica exchange, steered MD, adaptive biasing or metadynamics. However, these capabilities are limited and many adaptive biomolecular applications use these MD packages solely as simulation kernels [17] - [20] . Further, these MD packages use MPI to communicate between ensembles, incurring communication overheads and failures at large scale.
Executing adaptive biomolecular applications on HPC systems requires specific knowledge of resource, data and execution management. Several middleware frameworks [21] have been developed to abstract some of these details from the user. For example, gSOAP [22] enables web services for HPC applications, while Ninf-G [23] and OmniRPC [24] support distributed programming via a client/server architecture. These solutions provide methods to launch application tasks on remote machines but leave the details of task scheduling, resource and data management, and fault tolerance to the user.
Multiple workflow systems aim to support execution of adaptive biomolecular applications on HPC systems. Ref. [25] lists several workflow systems supporting adaptation to computational resources, task and data configurations, and domain data. However, most of these systems enable adaptation to support fault tolerance instead of application steering on the base of the preliminary results of ongoing simulations. For example, in Ref. [26] , authors discuss enhancement of Kepler [27] to re-execute failed tasks or execute new tasks based on intermediate results. Taverna was extended to support task fail-and-retry mechanisms via loop constructs [28] . Pegasus [29] was used within the Stampede framework [30] to predict failures and enable runtime refinement of tasks.
Domain-specific projects have also been developed to run adaptive biomolecular applications. Copernicus [31] is a domain-specific workflow system to perform Markov state modeling on trajectories. Although the workflow system provides an interactive and customized interface to the domain scientist, it requires users to manage resource selection, access and acquisition; bootstrapping of the master/client infrastructure needed to execute the tasks of the workflow; and setting up the execution environment, including making available the MD libraries required by the tasks.
Specifying the application, including its adaptivity, in the user libraries of the HPC or services offered by the middleware bounds the capability to the specific HPC and middleware respectively [32] . In contrast, specification directly in the application code enables flexibility on runtime behavior and portability. The flexibility enables runtime adaptivity allowing applications to be tunable to changes in the execution environment and steer the execution by modifications to the application workflow [32] .
In this paper, we develop abstractions for the user to specify MD applications capable of runtime adaptivity. These abstractions enable and accelerate distributed collaborative efforts towards explorative scientific methodologies, via rapid reuse and improvement of existing software frameworks.
III. SCIENCE DRIVERS
Traditionally, bio-molecular algorithms have been formulated as static and fully defined workflows. A number of powerful algorithms have emerged that require both the management of large ensembles of simulations and have adaptive features. We discuss two representative but important algorithms.
A. Expanded Ensemble
Metadynamics [33] - [35] and expanded ensemble (EE) dynamics [36] - [44] are another class of algorithms, where, similar to replica exchange, individual simulations jump between simulation conditions. In EE dynamics, the simulation states take one of N discrete states of interest, whereas in meta-dynamics, the simulation states are described by one or more continuous variables. In contrast to replica exchange, the change of simulation conditions of each simulation is not directly coupled together, but instead each simulation explores states independently. Additional weights are required to force the simulations to visit desired distributions in simulation condition space space, which usually involves sampling in all the simulation conditions. These weights are learned adaptively using a variety of schemes [37] , [40] , [41] .
Since the movement between state spaces is essentially diffusive, the larger the simulation state spaces that are used, the more sampling is slowed down. This can be handled using "multiple walker" approaches, with more than one simulation exploring the same state space [45] - [47] .
As discussed above, there are a number of adaptive choices in the methods for collectively building up the weights [37] , [40] , [41] . Another choice of adaptivity includes partitioning the simulation condition range of individual simulations (smaller partitions decrease diffusive behavior [46] , but the "best" partitions to spend time sampling may not be known until after simulation). Additionally, EE and meta-dynamics are far more adaptable to changes in the resources available than replica exchange, as the number of simulations can dynamically increase or decrease, and any choice of adaptivity can be much more asynchronous, as the need for collective exchange at set checkpoints required for replica exchange is eliminated.
In this paper, we implement the EE algorithm as a workflow consisting of concurrent, iterative ensemble members that exchange data at regular intervals. In our workflow, each ensemble member consists of two types of tasks: simulation and analysis. The simulation tasks generate MD trajectory data while the analysis tasks uses this MD trajectory data, both current and historical, from all the ensemble members to generate simulation condition weights for the next iteration of simulation in its own ensemble member. In this method, every analysis task operates on the current snapshot of the total global data. Note that the analysis uses any and all data available at a point and does not explicitly "wait" for any data from other ensemble members. Figure 1 is a representation of this implementation. We choose to implement EE rather than expanded ensemble meta-dynamics because of the greater range of simulation adaptivity that can be explored with EE.
B. Markov state modeling
Markov state modeling is another important class of simulation algorithms for determining kinetics of molecular models. Using an assumption of separation of time scales of molecular motion, the rates of first-order kinetic processes are learned adaptively. In a typical Markov State Model simulation, a large ensemble of simulations, typically tens or hundreds of thousands, are run from different starting points, and similar configurations are clustered as states. The rates of transitions between these states are estimated by observing which the entire kinetic behavior can then be inferred even though individual simulations perform no more than one state transition. However, the choice of where new simulations are initiated to best refine the definition of the states, improve the statistics of the rate constants, and how to discover new simulation states requires a range of analyses of previous methods, making the entire algorithm highly adaptive.
Markov State Models provide an attractive way to encode dynamic processes such as protein folding into a set of metastable states and transitions between them. In computing these models from simulation trajectories, the metastable state definitions and the transition probabilities have to be inferred. It has previously been shown both theoretically [48] , [49] that "adaptive sampling" can lead to more efficient MSM construction as follows: provisional models are constructed using intermediate simulation results, and these models are used to direct the placement of further simulation trajectories. Here, we have applied adaptive sampling prospectively to the folding of the Fip35 WW domain as a moderately challenging but tractable proof of concept. This workflow consists of an iterative pipeline in two stages: ensemble simulation and MSM construction to determine optimal placement of further simulations. The pipeline is iterated until convergence of the resulting Markov State Model.
We implement MSM workflow as an ensemble of simulation tasks and an analysis task. The workflow is executed iteratively till sufficient amount of MD trajectory data is generated before moving to analysis. The analysis task, operates over the entire data to generate a new set of simulation configurations. These configurations are used in the simulation tasks of the next iteration. It is important to note two points about this workflow: there exist two iterations: local, that generates the necessary amount of data and global, that improves the sampling of the state space. Figure 2 is a representation of this workflow.
a) Other example of adaptive bio-molecular algorithms:: Replica exchange or parallel tempering [45] , [50] - [55] is one of the most common methods to improve the amount of configurational sampling per unit computational time of large-scale molecular simulations. In replica exchange, a series of simulations running under different simulation conditions (such as different temperatures or pressures) are loosely coupled to- gether, exchanging configurations stochastically in a way that preserves the correct probability distribution for each simulation condition. Such simulations can achieve sampling of configurations faster than running the simulations independently. For example, since kinetics are typically faster at higher temperature, replica exchange allows all of the simulations to spend some time at higher temperatures and visit more configurations.
However, as new replica-exchange based algorithms are developed that sample over three or four different simulation conditions [56] , or even over multiple molecular models [57] - [59] , the number of simulations in the ensemble increases to the power of number of simulation variables. In order to manage this size and complexity, adaptive choices must be made about how to switch between ensemble members and which of all the possible simulations should be run at any given time.
Adaptive decisions make it possible to traverse the highdimension conformational space through the states most efficiently so they can move back and forth. In multidimensional space, it allows one to prune out states that are not important to maximizing the flow to important states. This can be achieved by adjusting (i) the spacing between replicas (are they closer or further in temperature) adaptively, and/or (ii) adding or subtracting replicas or activating or deactivating replicas, and/or (iii) adjusting which replicas exchange with others, and/or (iv) adding or subtracting dimensions, has the potential to increase the exchange rate and thereby the quality of simulations. In spite of these advantages however, most replica-exchange simulations are currently formulated to be non-adaptive, viz., the simulations and how they couple are statically determined. This is primarily due to the high barrier and complexity of managing multiple concurrent and coupled replica (ensemble-members) in traditional HPC environments.
IV. APPLICATION ADAPTIVITY
In this section, we introduce the terminology we will use across the paper to discuss about adaptivity, adaptive applications, and their support. We decompose the execution of adaptive applications into four operations, describing the abstractions they require. Further, we discuss different modes of adaptivity, explaining the challenges they pose.
A. Working Definitions
Terms like "task", "application", "graph", "workload" and "adaptivity" are often overloaded in literature. Thus, we define the terminology used in this paper:
• Task is a generalized term for a stand-alone process that has well defined input, output, termination criteria, and dedicated resources. Specifically, a task is used to represent an independent simulation or data processing analysis, running on one or more cores of a high-performance computing (HPC) machine.
• Application is the end-to-end workflow that encodes a science problem in terms of multiple tasks executing independent simulations, data processing kernels, and domain specific data analysis.
• Task graph (TG) represents all tasks in an application alongside the interdependencies that determine their execution order. Scientific applications contain unique tasks where the execution is known to begin and do not consist of cycles. The TG of such applications can be described as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where the vertices represent the tasks and edges represent the interdependencies.
• Workload refers to a set of tasks whose dependencies have been satisfied and are ready to be executed. Workloads can be subsets of tasks of a TG. Further, the "load" in workload is a reference to a measure of the computational requirements of each individual task; this is particularly relevant when the tasks are heterogeneous.
• Application Adaptivity is defined as modifying the TG of an application based on the intermediate data generated at runtime.
B. Adaptive Execution
Our analysis of adaptive ensemble applications (henceforth called 'applications') suggests that the exact TG of applications is not known prior to execution and may change depending on intermediate runtime results. Execution of such applications can be decomposed into four operations as represented in Figure 3 : (a) The application is created by encoding the known portions of its TG; (b) the TG is traversed to identify tasks ready for execution in accordance to their dependencies; (c) tasks are executed on the compute resource; and (d) notification of a completed task (control-flow) or generation of intermediate data (data-flow) is used to evaluate and execute adaptations to the TG.
Operations (b)-(d) are repeated till the TG is completely evaluated and all its tasks are executed. We call this sequence of operations an Adaptivity Loop and we use it to distinguish between adaptive and predefined applications. In the former, the application "learns" its future TG based on the execution of its current TG; in the latter, the TG is fully known and only operations (a)-(c) are necessary. Encoding of adaptive applications requires two sets of abstractions to describe: (i) the application TG; and (ii) the adaptive methods (A) that, upon receiving a signal x, operate on a TG T G i . The former set of abstractions are required for creating the application, i.e., operation (a), while the latter set of abstractions are required to adapt the TG, i.e., operation (d).
C. Adaptivity types
The Adaptation operation (Fig. 3d) of the adaptivity loop consists of applying an adaptive method on the TG of the application. We represent the TG as a DAG, T G = [V, E], with a set of vertices V, denoting the tasks of the application and attributes of the tasks (such as executable, required resources, and required data), and a set of directed edges E, denoting dependencies between the tasks. For an application with T G = [V, E], there exist four parameters that may change during execution: (i) set of vertices; (ii) set of edges; (iii) size of the vertex set; and (iv) size of the edge set. We analyzed the 16 permutations of these parameters and identified 3 that are valid and unique. The remaining permutations represent conditions that are either not possible to achieve or combinations of the 3 valid permutations.
a) Task-count adaptivity:: We define a method A tc (operator) as a task-count adaptive method if, on receiving a signal x, the method performs the following adaptation (operation) on the TG (operand):
where
Taskcount adaptivity refers to adaptation in the number of tasks in the TG, i.e., the adaptive method operates on a TG to produce a new TG such that at least one vertex and one edge is added or removed to/from T G i to produce T G i+1 .
b) Task-order adaptivity:: We define a method A to as a task-order adaptive method if, on a signal x, the method performs the following adaptation:
Taskorder adaptivity refers to adaptation in the dependency order among tasks, i.e., the adaptive method operates on a TG to produce a new TG such that the vertices are unchanged but at least one of the edges between vertices is different between T G i and T G i+1 . c) Task-attribute adaptivity:: We define a method A ta as a task-attribute adaptive method if, on a signal x, the method performs the following adaptation:
Science Driver Requirement Adaptivity type
Expanded Ensemble
• dynamically add new simulations, remove executing simulations
• task count adaptivity
• dynamically determine when to terminate
• task order adaptivity
• dynamically vary seed values for simulations and data for analysis
• task attribute adaptivity
MSM
• dynamically determined number of simulations
• task order adaptivity 
Taskattribute adaptivity refers to adaptations in the attributes of tasks, i.e., the adaptive method operates on a TG to produce a new TG such that the edges and the number of vertices are unchanged but the attributes of at least one vertex is different between T G i and T G i+1 .
The adaptive requirements of two algorithms of the science drivers presented in §III are listed in Table I and mapped to the three types of adaptivity discussed above.
Using the notation presented above, we can express the two algorithms as:
• Expanded Ensemble (EE). Consider N ensemble members executing independent of each other in multiple iterations. We represent the ensemble members at each iteration as a task graph TG. The adaptations of TG in the algorithm is represented as:
while (condition on x): application and specification of methods that capture how the application adapts to intermediate data.
The former translates to a description of the application TG while the latter specifies adaptive methods that adapt this TG. The second challenge is in determining when the adaptation is instantiated. The adaptation is described at the end of the execution of a task wherein a new TG is generated. Different strategies can be employed in the instantiation of the adaptation [60] .
The third challenge lies in implementation of the adaptation of the application during runtime. We divide this challenge into three parts: (i) propagation of adapted TG to all components; (ii) consistency of the state of the TG among different components; and (iii) minimal overhead of performing adaptive operations compared to the execution duration of the tasks.
V. ENSEMBLE TOOLKIT
We discussed the design, implementation and performance of EnTK in earlier work [61] , [62] . EnTK decouples the description of ensemble-based applications from their execution by separating three concerns: specification of tasks and resource requirements; resource selection and acquisition; and task execution management. EnTK sits between the user and the HPC system, abstracting resource management and execution management complexities from the user.
EnTK exposes an API for composing ensemble-based applications and supports the execution of up to O(10 4 ) concurrent tasks on heterogeneous HPC systems, abstracting complexity of task execution and resource management from the user. Currently, EnTK supports predefined applications, i.e., application for which the user knows the complete TG prior to execution. In contrast, the science drivers discussed in this paper require support of adaptive applications while preserving the existing capabilities of usability, functionality and performance of EnTK. Thus, we discuss how EnTK has been enhanced to support the three types of adaptivity discussed in §IV-C. We use tasks, stages, and pipelines to describe the TG of an application:
A. Architecture
• Task: abstraction of a computational task consisting of the specification of the executable, software environment, resource and data requirement.
• Stage: set of tasks without mutual dependencies that, therefore, can be concurrently executed.
• Pipeline: sequence of stages such that any stage i can be executed only after stage i-1.
Applications are described as a set or sequence of pipelines, where each pipeline is a list of stages, and each stage is a set of tasks. A set of pipelines executes concurrently whereas a sequence of pipelines executes sequentially. All the stages of each pipeline execute sequentially, and all the tasks of each stage execute concurrently. In this way, we describe an application in terms of the concurrency and sequentiality of tasks, without requiring explicit specifications of dependencies.
The description of an application is passed to the AppManager, alongside an indication of the resource for its execution. The AppManager holds the global state of the application, instantiates other components and sub-components, and sets up message queues for the communication among them.
The Workflow Processor component creates a copy of the application description, and tags the tasks that are ready for execution. Executable tasks are enqueued and completed tasks are dequeued via the Enqueue and Dequeue subcomponents.
The Execution Manager component enables the acquisition of resources via the Resource Manager sub-component. Once acquired, the sets of tasks are obtained by the Task Manager subcomponent via the message queues. These tasks are executed on the acquired resources and, once completed, are transferred back to the Workflow Processor via message queues with the respective return codes. Both the sub-components, Resource Manager and Task Manager, use a runtime system (RTS) to enable the acquisition of resources and execution of tasks.
EnTK can be configured to be coupled with different runtime systems. Along with the generality of the Task object, EnTK ensures capability to support different execution kernels, with and without adaptivity, and extensibility to runtime systems that support resource adaptivity.
B. Implementation
EnTK is implemented in Python, uses the RabbitMQ message queuing system [63] and the RADICAL-Pilot (RP) [64] , [65] RTS. All EnTK components are implemented as processes, and all subcomponents as threads. AppManager is the master process spawning all the other processes. Tasks, stages and pipelines are implemented as objects, copied among processes and threads via queues and transactions. Synchronization among processes is achieved by message-passing via queues.
RabbitMQ offers several benefits: (i) producers and consumers do not need to be topology-aware because they interact only with the server; (ii) messages are stored in the server and can be recovered upon failure of EnTK components; (iii) messages can be pushed and pulled asynchronously because data can be buffered by the server upon production; and (iv) supports up to at least up to O(10 6 ) tasks.
EnTK uses RADICAL Pilot, a pilot system, as the RTS. Pilot systems enable the submission of container jobs to the resource manager of an HPC system. Once scheduled, the container job is used to execute the application's tasks without requiring for each task to be queued on the HPC system. RP does not attempt to 'game' the resource manager of the HPC system: Once queued, the resources are managed according to the system's policies.
C. Support for Adaptive Execution
In §IV-D, we described challenges for adaptive applications: expressibility, instantiation and implementation of adaptivity. The architecture described above is not sufficient to support adaptive applications where the TG may undergo adaptations at runtime. We enhanced EnTK to address these challenges.
We added to EnTK the capability of specifying postexecution properties for stages and pipelines. These properties require the specification of three functions: one function to evaluate a boolean condition over a runtime parameter, and two functions describing the adaptation, depending on the evaluation of the boolean parameter.
Ref. [60] specifies multiple instantiation strategies, viz., forward recovery (abort the old TG and execute a new TG), backward recovery (abort the old TG and execute both the old and a new TG), proceed (continue to run old TG and start a new TG), and transfer (merge the old TG into a new one).
In EnTK, we implement a non-aggressive instantiation strategy, similar to 'transfer', where the new TG is created by extending the current TG by means of post-execution properties. The choice of this strategy is based on the current science drivers where tasks that have already executed and tasks that are currently executing are not required to be adapted but all pending tasks may be adapted.
The global state of the application execution is held in the AppManager component and a local copy of is created in the Workflow Processor upon instantiation. The dequeue subcomponent of the Workflow Processor acquires a lock over the local copy, invokes the post-execution properties, transmits the changes to the global copy in the AppManager and releases the lock upon receiving an acknowledgment. This mechanism ensures that all TGs are consistent across all components, and requires minimal communication across components. Pipeline, stage and task descriptions alongside pipeline and stage post-execution properties address the expressibility of adaptivity. The 'transfer' strategy is selected to instantiate adaptivity, and the implementation in EnTK ensures consistency and minimal communication in executing adaptive applications.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
We perform three experiments to characterize the overhead of the task-count, task-order, and task-attribute adaptivity as defined in §IV-C. We measure the adaptivity overhead of EnTK as the time taken to adapt the application as specified by the user method. This duration includes the time taken to invoke and to execute the user method. Adaptivity overheads provide estimates of the scale to which EnTK can be used.
We validate the implementation of the two science drivers by comparing their results against reference data. For the EE science driver, we measure the free energy estimate obtained via EE and compare against reference data obtained by executing a single long MD simulation. For the MSM science driver, we compare the mean eigenvalues obtained by the different micro-and macro-states in our experiment against those obtained by the Msmbuilder tool [66] in Ref [67] . Lastly, we perform four production scale experiments to evaluate the results of EE including a single MD simulation, an ensemble of MD simulations, expanded ensemble with local analysis, and expanded ensemble with global analysis.
We use three application kernels in our experiments: stress-ng [68] , GROMACS [69] , OpenMM [70] and python scripts. We use stress-ng in the characterization experiments as it enables control of the computational duration of a task. We use GROMACS and OpenMM as the simulation kernel for the EE and MSM experiments respectively. We use the configurational sampling of alanine dipeptide molecule for the validation of the MSM implementation. We use the calculation of binding of the cucurbit [7] uril 6-ammonio-1-hexanol host-guest system for the validation and the production scale experiments of the EE implementation. All experiments were executed from the same host virtual machine to the same target HPC system, SuperMIC [71] .
A. Characterization of adaptivity overhead
We perform four experiments to characterize the overheads of EnTK and the runtime system (RTS) as a function of the taskcount, task-order, and task-attribute adaptivity. We compare these overheads to the the total execution time of all the tasks to assess their overall impact on the application execution. The durations measured in the characterization experiments are:
• EnTK Setup Overhead: Time taken to setup the messaging infrastructure, instantiate components and subcomponents, and validate application and resource descriptions.
• EnTK Tear-Down Overhead: Time taken to cancel all EnTK components and subcomponents, and shutdown the messaging infrastructure.
• RTS Tear-Down Overhead: Time taken by the RTS to cancel its components and to shutdown.
• RTS Overhead: Time taken by the RTS to submit and manage the execution of the tasks.
• EnTK Management Overhead: Time taken to process the application, translate tasks from and to RTS-specific objects, and communicate pipelines, stages, tasks and control messages.
• EnTK Adaptivity Overhead: Time taken by EnTK to adapt the application as specified by the user method. The duration includes both the time taken to invoke and execute the user method.
• Task Execution Time: Time taken to run task executables. In the first experiment (Fig. 5 (a) ), we vary the number of decisions taken about task-count adaptation by adding a fixed number of tasks to the application at each decision point. We run three instances of an EnTK application: each instance has In the second experiment ( Fig. 5 (b) ), we vary the number of decisions taken about task-order adaptation so that, at each decision point, the tasks of the application are reordered during runtime. We run three instances of an EnTK application: each instance with 1 Pipeline, and 16 tasks per Stage, but the number of stages per Pipeline in each instance varies as 16, 32, and 64. The pending stages are shuffled at the end of the execution of a stage, thereby reordering the tasks of the TG.
In the third experiment (Fig. 5 (c) ), we vary the number of decisions taken about task-attribute adaptation by changing the attributes of pending tasks at each decision point during runtime. We run three instances of an EnTK application: each instance with with 1 Pipeline, and 16 tasks per Stage, but the number of stages per Pipeline in each instance varies as 16, 32, and 64. At the end of the execution of a stage, an attribute of the tasks in the pending stages are modified during runtime.
In the fourth experiment (Fig. 6) , we keep the number of decisions taken about task-count adaptation fixed to 4, but increase the number of tasks adaptively added, from 256 to 512, 1024, and 2048. We test up to 2048 tasks as that is the maximum size of a job allowed by the scheduling policy of SuperMIC. This experiment offers a different perspective of task-count adaptivity, measuring the variation of the overheads as a function of the amount of work done (i.e., number of tasks added) by the adaptive method.
For all the experiments, each task executes the stress-ng The execution profile of the first three experiments enables us to characterize the task-count, task-order and task-attribute adaptivity respectively. In Fig. 5 , the Setup Overhead of EnTK is ≈0.1s in all the experiments. This behavior is expected as the setup overhead is independent of any application specifics, a factor of the capability of the resources, and one-time cost of EnTK. EnTK is tunable to match resource capability [62] .
The EnTK and RTS Tear-Down Overhead are ≈18s and ≈13s respectively. We attribute this duration to the time taken by Python to terminate processes and threads. The Tear-Down overheads can fluctuate within the same Python distribution and HPC system, and vary considerably across different HPC systems and Python distributions.
In Fig. 5 , we observe that the RTS overhead increases linearly over the three application instances for all three experiments. We observe similar behavior in each stage in Fig. 6 . This is consistent with the expected behavior as an increase in the number of tasks results in an additional cost in their scheduling. The absolute value of the RTS overhead is explained by noticing that: (i) RP initiates communication between the HPC system and a remote database; (ii) RP components communicate via message passing; and (iii) RP depends on the performance of the shared filesystem of the HPC system. EnTK is designed to enable execution of adaptive and predefined applications with different RTS. Thus, a detailed analysis of the RTS overhead is beyond the scope of this paper. Fig. 5 shows that EnTK Management Overhead increases linearly over the three applications instances in the three experiments. As explained in earlier work [62] , this duration is a function of the capabilities of the host machine, and of the number of tasks in the application. Consistently, we observe that the number of tasks increasingly stresses the machine we use for all the experiments, causing the observed linear increase in the overhead duration. In Fig. 6 , we see a similar increase in the EnTK Management Overhead over the different stages due to the increasing number of tasks in each stage. We observe that the absolute value of the EnTK Management Overhead varies depending on whether the RabbitMQ server is instantiated within a Docker container (higher absolute overhead) or in the operating system (lower absolute overhead).
In Fig. 5 , EnTK Adaptivity Overhead increases linearly with the number of times the application is adapted. This is explained by noticing that the time required to invoke and execute each adaptive function is constant but that these functions are sequentially invoked and executed an increasing number of times. The absolute value of the EnTK Adaptivity Overhead varies between the three experiments. We attribute this to the variation in the adaptive function specified in the three applications. The adaptive function in the first experiment creates new tasks and adds them to the application, whereas in the second and third experiments, the adaptive method shuffles the remaining stages of tasks and reassigns attributes to the remaining tasks respectively. In Fig. 6 , we observe that increasing the number of tasks added up to 2048 does not stress the machine enough to increase the EnTK Adaptivity Overhead.
The Task Execution Time in Fig. 5 increases linearly over the three applications in all three experiments. This is explained by observing that the number of tasks increases across the three applications and that sets of task are executed sequentially in an increasing number of stages of a pipeline. The absolute value of the Task Execution Time is off by ≈2-5% from the expected value. Analysis of the RTS profiles shows that this behavior is due to delays in the scheduling and executing modules of the RTS.
In Fig. 6a , we describe the time-delta execution profile when the number of tasks added adaptively to the application varies. The total execution time is observed to be greater than the expected time of 300 seconds. We attribute this behavior to the scheduling capability of both EnTK and the RTS on the specific HPC system used for the experiment. All the overheads in Fig. 6b are consistent with the understanding derived from the previous experiments.
EnTK takes a step forward in bringing the concepts of application adaptivity to practical use. The characterization experiments describe the EnTK overheads as a function of adaptivity types. The deviation from ideal behavior is explicable, and the causes are candidates for future enhancement.
B. Validation of science driver implementations
We implement the two use cases using the abstractions developed in EnTK. We validate the scientific results obtained from executing these implementations against published references. 1) Expanded Ensemble: We implement the EE science driver on XSEDE SuperMIC for an aggregate simulation time of 2270 ns. To validate the process, we carry out a set of simulations of the binding of cucurbit [7] uril (host) to 6-amino-1-hexanol (guest) in explicit solvent for a total of 29.12 ns per ensemble member and compare the final free energy estimate to a reference calculation. Each ensemble member is encoded as a Pipeline of stages of simulation and analysis tasks in EnTK with each Pipeline using 1 node for 72 hours. With 16 ensemble members for the current physical system, we use 23K core-hours of computation resources.
The expanded ensemble variable is the degree of coupling between the guest and the rest of the system (water and host). As the system explores this coupling variable using EE dynamics, it is able to unbind and bind to the host. The free energy of this process is gradually estimated over the course of the simulation using the Wang-Landau (WL) algorithm [72] . However, we hypothesize we can speed convergence by allowing parallel simulations to share information with each other, and estimate the free energies using the potential energy differences between states with the Multistate Bennett Acceptance Ratio (MBAR) algorithm [73] . Four approaches to communication between the ensemble members are:
• Method 1: one continuous simulation (omitting any intermediate analysis).
• Method 2: multiple parallel simulations without any intermediate analysis.
• Method 3: multiple parallel simulations with local analysis, i.e., using current and historical simulation information from only its own ensemble member. This eliminates any effects caused by the intermediate analysis providing a better estimate of the weights than the WL algorithm.
• Method 4: multiple parallel simulations with global analysis, i.e., using current and historical simulation information from all ensemble members. In each method the latter 2/3 of the simulation data available at the time of each analysis is used for free energy estimates using MBAR. In cases where intermediate analysis is used to update the weights the intermediate analysis is always applied at 320 ps intervals.
The reference calculation consisted of four parallel simulations ran with fixed weights, i.e., using a set of estimated weights and not using the Wang-Landau algorithm, ran for 200 ns each. MBAR was used to estimate the free energy for each of these simulations. The reference value is reported as the MBAR estimate of the pooled reference data and its error is reported as the standard deviation of the non-pooled MBAR estimates. Weights used in these fixed weight simulations were estimated by running MBAR on data generated by a 400 ns Wang-Landau algorithm expanded ensemble simulation.
Free energy estimates obtained through each of the four methods are plotted with the reference calculations value in Figure 7 . The final estimates of each method agree within error to the reference values, validating that the ensemble based approaches converge the free energy estimate to the true value.
2) Markov state modeling: We implement the MSM science driver, described in § III-B for the alanine dipeptide system using the abstractions developed in EnTK. We execute the implementation on XSEDE SuperMIC for an aggregate simulation time of 100ns. Each iteration of the task graph is encoded in EnTK as one Pipeline with 2 stages consisting of 20 simulation tasks and 1 analysis task. Each task uses 1 node with a total walltime of 0.25 hour. We compare the EnTK implementation against reference data from the msmbuilder package [74] by performing the clustering of the reference data and deriving the mean eigenvalues of the macro-and micro-states.
Eigen values attained by the macro-states (top) and microstates (bottom) in the EnTK implementation and reference data are plotted as a function of the aggregate simulation in Figure 8 . Final eigenvalues attained by the implementation agree with the reference data within the error bounds.
C. Expanded Ensemble at scale
We analyzed the convergence properties of the free energy estimate using the data generated for validation. MBAR was used to estimate the free energy difference of cucurbit [7] uril (host) 6-amino-1-hexanol (guest) binding as a function of total simulation time available per ensemble member, using the latter 2/3 of the simulation data. This data is plotted for each method, as well as the reference calculation, in Figure 9 . The convergence behavior of Method 1 observed in Figure 9 implies that the current method converges faster than ensemble based methods but does not represent the average behavior of the nonensemble based approach. The average behavior is depicted more clearly by Method 2 because this method averages the free energy estimate of 16 independent single simulations.
The most significant feature of Figure 9 is that all three ensemble based methods converge at similar rates to the reference value. It was hypothesized that adding adaptive analysis to the estimate of the weights would improve convergence behavior but we see no significant change currently. Our initial hypothesis detailed that this would occur because the most probable configurations would be more likely to be generated in multiple pipelines, and sharing their weight information would bias other pipelines towards the most probable configurations. Our observation of the results, leads us to hypothesize instead that the most probable configurations are also being biased away by sharing weights from the other conformations in other ensemble members, leading to effectively no net improvement.
The results of the specific adaptive expanded ensemble method implemented here did not exhibit accelerated convergence rates. However, the methodology described here gives researchers the ability to implement additional adaptive elements and test their effects on system properties. Additionally, these adaptive elements can be implemented on relatively short time scales, giving the ability to test many implementations.
VII. SUMMARY
Scientific problems across domains such as biomolecular science, climate science and uncertainty quantification require multiple distinct computational tasks to be executed in order to achieve a desired solution. Novel approaches focus on leveraging intermediate data to adapt the application to study larger problems, longer time scales and to engineer better fidelity in the modeling of complex phenomena. In this paper, we described the operations in executing adaptive applications, classified the different types of application adaptivity, and described challenges in implementing them in software tools. We enhanced EnTK to support the execution of adaptive applications on HPC systems. We characterized the various overheads in the EnTK, validated the implementation of the two science drivers and executed EE at production scale and evaluated its sampling capabilities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first that application adaptivity is studied in detail, and multiple adaptive ensemble applications have been implemented using a common conceptual and implementation framework.
